GET DIRECTORATE

Mathematics
GRADE 7

CONCEPTS & SKILLS TO BE ACHIEVED:
At the end of the lesson learners should be able to:
● Classifying 3-D Objects
● Describe, sort and compare 3-D Objects using
properties of 3-D objects
● Distinguish prisms and pyramids
● Using nets to identify and define 3-D objects
● Using nets to create models of geometric solids

Resources

Sasol Inzalo book, textbooks, DBE workbooks

DAY 1
INTRODUCTION: NOTE: Revision
Shapes vs Objects
What is the difference?
1. Shapes are in two dimensions as it has length and breadth.
It is written and spoken as 2-D Shapes.

breadth

length

2. Objects are in three dimensions as it has length, breadth and height.
It is written and spoken as 3-D Objects.

height

breadth
length
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LESSON PRESENTATION/DEVELOPMENT (20 MINUTES)
A. Classifying 3D Objects
In the demonstration of the lesson have actual items, which are known to the learners available.
These must include a variety with curved (ball) or flat surfaces ( milk carton ) or any other
rectangular shaped items, which the learners encounter in their daily lives.
Learners may classify these according to:
Item

Surface

Roll or slide

Shape

ball

curved

roll

circle

milk carton

flat

slide

rectangle

baked beans
Does the shape of the surface influence if the item rolls or slides?
Give a reason for your answer.
There are two main groups of objects with three dimensions (length, width and
height), namely those with curved surfaces and those with flat surfaces.
Spheres (balls), cylinders and cones are examples of objects with curved surfaces.
Objects with only flat surfaces are called polyhedra.

What is a polyhedron?
A polyhedron is a three-dimensional object (or 3D object)
made of flat surfaces only. It has no curved surfaces.
It consists of faces, edges and vertices.
(a) A face is the flat surface of a 3D object.

We say:
 one polyhedron;
 two or more polyhedra.
We say:
 one vertex;
 two or more vertices.

(b) An edge is the segment where two faces of a polyhedron intersect.
(c) A vertex is the point where the edges meet.
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The Cube

The faces of a cube meet each other at an edge. A cube has twelve edges: four edges around
the top face of the cube, four edges around the side faces, and four edges around the base of
the cube

The edges of a cube meet each other at a vertex. A cube has eight vertices: four at the top of
the cube and four at the base of the cube.

Object

Face shape

Faces

Edges

Vertices

Cube

6 Squares

6

12

8
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The rectangular prism

Two faces of a cuboid meet each other at an edge. A cuboid has twelve edges: four edges
around the top face of the cuboid, four edges around the side faces, and four edges around
the base of the cuboid.

The edges of a cuboid meet each other at a vertex. A cuboid has eight vertices: four at the top
of the cuboid and four at the base of the cuboid.

Object

Face shape

Faces

Edges

Vertices

Rectangular

4 Rectangles +

6

12

8

prism

2 squares

Cuboid

6 rectangles

6

12

8
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The Pyramid

The faces of a pyramid meet each other at an edge.
A square-based pyramid has eight edges: four edges around the base of the pyramid, and four
edges formed by the triangles that are the side faces of the pyramid.

The edges of a pyramid meet each other at a vertex.
A square based pyramid has five vertices: four at the base of the pyramid and one at the top of
the pyramid where the triangles meet each other.

Apex

The top vertex has a special name. The edges of the triangles that form the side faces converge
at a vertex called the apex.
We call a pyramid a "right pyramid" if the line between the apex and the centre of the base is
perpendicular to the base.
Object

Face shape

Faces

Edges

Vertices

Square-based

4 triangles +

5

8

5

Pyramid

1 square
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All the 3D objects above are not polyhedra (many polyhedrons) as they do not have flat
surfaces.
The Cone

A cone has a circle as its base. It has only one curved side face that narrows until it forms a point
at the top, which is the apex.
The Cylinder

The Sphere

Object

Face shape

Faces

Edges

Vertices

cone

1 circle +

2

1

1

3

2

0

1

0

0

1 curved face
cylinder

2 circles +
1 curved face

sphere

Circle
(1 curved face)
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CLASS WORK ACTIVITY 1
Work through the following introductory activity and answer the questions in your classwork
book.
1. Identify parts (a) to (d) on the figure
correctly.

2. Which of the following objects are polyhedra?
(a)

(b)

(d)

(e)

(c)

(f)

3. How many faces, edges and vertices does each of the following polyhedra have?
(a)

(b)

(c)

4. Six learners each used play dough to make a 3D object. Use the descriptions on the
next page to match each 3D object to the learner who made it.
(a)

(b)

(d)

(e)

(c)

(f)

• Tumi’s object has 6 vertices and 5 faces.
• Debbie’s object has 8 vertices and 12 edges.
• Brad made an object that has 7 faces and 10 vertices.
• Xola made an object with no vertices.
• Mpuka’s object has 8 edges and 5 faces.
• Maggie made an object with 2 circles and no vertices.
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Prisms and Pyramids
B. Difference between prisms and pyramids
Prisms and pyramids are two special groups of polyhedra.
Prisms
A prism is a polyhedron with two faces that are

Congruent means exactly:
the same shape and size.
Lateral faces are faces that
aren’t bases.

congruent and parallel polygons. These faces are
called bases and they are connected by lateral
faces that are parallelograms.
Properties of a prism

(a) Named according to the shape of its base.(blue face below)
(b) Opposite flat faces are identical.
(c) Bases are connected by rectangles.
(d) Cubes are special type of prism, as it has 6 congruent faces and any face can be
the base.
Prism

The base is a….

The base is a….

The base is a….

The base is a….

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Pyramids
A pyramid has only one base. The lateral faces of a pyramid
are always triangles.
Properties of a pyramids
(a) Named according to the shape of its base.
(b) The faces meet at the top, called an apex
(c) In a right pyramid, the lateral faces are isosceles triangles.
A triangular-based pyramid is also
called a triangular pyramid;
a square-based pyramid is also called
a square pyramid;
a hexagonal-based pyramid is also
called a hexagonal pyramid, etc.
Square-based pyramid

Hexagonal-based pyramid
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CLASS WORK ACTIVITY 2
Work through the following introductory activity and answer the questions in your classwork
book
1. Shade the base of each of the following figures and write down whether it is a prism
or a pyramid. In some cases, there is more than one possibility for the base.

2. Match each 3D object with its correct name.

A

B

Hexagonal-based

C

pyramid

D

E

Square-based pyramid

Triangular prism
Cube

Pentagonal prism
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ACTIVITY 3: HOMEWORK: Name the objects and count the number of faces, edges and vertices.
Click on the video icon (Hold down Ctrl and click)
(Click until you find the matching object (e.g. cube) Click on explode to assist you.)
OBJECT

NAME

NUMBER OF
FACES

EDGES

VERTICES
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DAY 2
LESSON PRESENTATION/DEVELOPMENT (20 MINUTES)
Introduction :
Revision
1. The difference between shapes and objects.
2. How can we distinguish between ?
(a) Faces
(b) Edges
(c) Vertices (vertex)
CLASSWORK: ACTIVITY 4
Describing, sorting and comparing 3D Objects
Practise describing and classifying 3D Objects
1. For each of the following 3D objects, name the object and describe the number of
faces it has and the shapes of these faces.

2. a) Sort the 3D objects below into the three groups, namely prisms, pyramids and
cylinders. Write down the correct letter under each group.
(An example of the table below must be drawn in your writing book)
Prisms

Pyramids

Cylinders
D , ___
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(b) Use the objects above to complete the activity below.
Further divide the prisms into three groups (cubes, rectangular prisms and
triangular prisms). Write the letter under each group.
(An example of the table below must be drawn in your writing book)
Prisms
Cubes

Rectangular prisms

Triangular prisms

HOMEWORK
ACTIVITY 5
1. Name each object and state how many faces does the following objects have?

A

B

C

2. Identify the parts of the object below.

A
B
C
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3. Identify which shapes were used to build the object in number 2.
4. Click on
5.

icon .(Hold down Ctrl and click)

or the link https://tinyurl.com/identifying-parts and complete the quiz
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DAY 3
LESSON PRESENTATION/DEVELOPMENT (20 MINUTES)
Introduction :
What are nets of 3D objects or solids?
In mathematics, a net is a flat pattern that can be folded to form a 3D object.
Different 3D objects have different nets.
Sometimes the same 3D object can have different nets.
Here are examples of different 3D objects and their nets

Triangular Prism

Rectangular Prism

Cube

Nets of 3D objects
Click on the video icon(Hold down Ctrl and click) or the link below to view the video.
https://www.geogebra.org/m/pCv2EvwD
1. Watch the video
2. Open and close the net to explore how the 2D shape transforms into a 3D object
3. Use this picture to determine how many rectangles and how many hexagons you
would need to create a hexagonal prism and how these faces would be positioned
(Use the red slider)
4. Net of a Rectangular Prism: With your partner discuss the properties of the net and
what properties change and which do not when the net is folded into a rectangular
prism
5. Have a go at creating some nets of cubes by moving the squares with the mouse.
CLASSWORK: ACTIVITY 6
The Cube
In order for a net to form a cube, it must consist of six equal squares. Not all net patterns that
consist of six squares will fold into a cube.
Only one of the nets below will fold into a cube. Write down which one it is
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A CUBE OR NOT A CUBE
In order to decide whether or not a net will fold into a cube, you have to imagine what
will happen when you fold the net. Read through the following steps.
1. We can label the faces of a cube: bottom face (X), right face (R), back face (B), left
face (L), top face (T) and front face (F). We will use these terms in the rest of the steps.

2. Start by choosing one square of the net as the bottom face (marked with an X).

3. Look at the square to the right of the X. (It is coloured blue.) If you fold the net on the
red line, the blue square will be the right face of the cube.
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4. Look at the next square to the left of the right face. If you fold this square on the red
line, it will become the front face of the cube.

5. Look at the square to the left of the
front face. It will fold to become the
left face of the cube.
6. The square to the left of the left face
of the cube will become the back
face of the cube.
7. The last square will form the top.
8. Therefore you can label the squares on the net as follows:

9. Since each square on the net corresponds with a face of the cube, this net can be
folded into a cube.
CLASSWORK:
1. For each of the following nets, determine whether it will fold into a cube or not by
copying and labelling the squares to match the faces of a cube.

A

B
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C

D

HOMEWORK: ACTIVITY 7
Which of these are nets for a cube? Use Polydron to make each pattern and check to see if
they will fold into a cube.

A

B

E

F

I

L

C

D

G

K

J

M

H

N

O
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HOMEWORK: ACTIVITY 8
BUILD YOUR OWN DICE (USING THE CUBE’S NET)
(TIP: THE SUM OF THE OF OPPOSITE SIDES MUST ALWAYS EQUAL SEVEN)
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DAY 4
3D OBJECTS: NETS
CLASSWORK: ACTIVITY 9
1. In each of the following cases, copy and label the faces on the net
according to the labels on the 3D object.
A

B

C

2. Decide whether the following nets will form 3D objects.
A

B

C

D
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3. Use the nets to identify each of the following 3D objects.
A

B

C
D

E

HOMEWORK: ACTIVITY 10
4. (a) Identify the shapes that the net on the right consists of.
(b) How many rectangular faces does the net have?
(c) How many other shapes does the net have? What are they?
(d) Will this form a pyramid or a prism?
(e) How do you know?
(f) Name the 3D object that the net will form.

5. Answer the following questions about this net.
(a) Which shapes does this net consist of?
(b) How many triangular faces does the net have?
(c) How many other shapes does the net have?
(d) Will this form a pyramid or a prism?
(e) How do you know?
(f) Name the 3D object that the net will form.
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DAY 5
3D OBJECTS: NETS
HOW TO DRAW A NET OF A PRISM
INTRODUCTION
ACTIVITY 11
Collector search for toothpaste, soap, cream and tea (e.g. Rooibos) or any other small
cardboard boxes in your home.
Carefully loosen or open the connecting edges so that it is unfolded as in the example
below.

On a blank page, trace the unfolded net of the toothpaste box.
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Using nets to construct cubes and prisms
HOW TO DRAW A NET OF A PRISM
Look at the triangular prism alongside. Its faces are
two right-angled triangles and three rectangles.
(Since the base has three edges, there will be three
rectangles.)
CLASSWORK: ACTIVITY 12
1. Draw a rectangle, which will be the bottom of the prism. Then add a right-angled
triangle at the top and a mirror image of the triangle at the bottom of the rectangle.

2. Draw the other two rectangles next to the centre one. The rectangle on the right
must fit onto the side opposite the right angle in the triangle when it is folded, so that
rectangle will be the biggest. The rectangle on the left is the smallest of the three
rectangles.
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CLASSWORK: ACTIVITY 13
PRACTISE DRAWING NETS AND CONSTRUCTING 3D MODELS
1.
Copy and complete the following nets:
(a)
(b)

2. Draw nets for the following objects:
A

B

C

HOMEWORK: ACTIVITY 14
3. (a) Copy each of the nets that you drew in questions 1 and 2 above onto cardboard or
paper.
(b) Cut out the nets, and fold and paste them to make each 3D object.
(c) Write down what you found difficult in making your 3D models and how you
overcame this difficulty.
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DAY 6
INTRODUCTION ACTIVITY
What is in the bag? (learners may work in groups or pairs)
Educator places five (5) or more 3D objects in a bag. Learners are
Mystery
Bag

asked to place their hand in the and runs his/ her hands over a
selected prism which is not visible.
The learner will describe the number of faces, edges or vertices to the

group or partner. The partner is required to name the object. The object is removed and
displayed. Learners are asked to join in the naming and description.
CLASSWORK: ACTIVITY 15
Work through the following activity and write the answers in your classwork
Select the correct answer to the questions below.
1. How many edges does the cube have altogether?
A. 12

B. 8

C. 14

D. 6

2.
Name of the 3-D
object

Number of
vertices

Number of edges

Number of faces

a

b

c

d

e

f

g

h

3. Which net can be folded into a cube

A

B
A.

Net A

B.

Net B

C
C.

Net C
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4. Which of the above nets can be folded into a rectangular prism?
A.

Net A

B.

Net B

C.

Net C

5. In the drawing below you can see a rectangular prism PQRS. TUVW is on a one cm-by-one
cm grid background.

The edge PQ is 6 cm long. The edge QU is 3 cm long.
(a) How many edges does this prism have?
(b) How many faces does this prism have?
(c) Name the faces of the prism.
6.

Which of the following diagrams does not represent the drawing of a cube?

`

A

B

7.
(a) What is the name of the shaded area labelled A?
(b) What shape is the shaded area labelled A?
(c) What is the name of the line labelled BC?
(d) What is the name of the point labelled D?

C

D
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8. Select a word from Column B that best fits the description in Column A
Column A
a) The six squares that form the flat parts of a cube.
b) The lines where two faces of a cube meet each other.
c) The points where the edges of a cube meet each other.

Column B
edges
vertices
faces

9.
(a) What is the name of the 3D object?
(b) What part of the 3D object is shaded and
labelled D?
(c) What shape is the shaded area labelled D?
(d) Name and describe the line labelled EG.
(e) Name and describe the point labelled F?

10. Name each of the objects below.

11. Select a word from Column B that best fits the description in Column A
Column A
a) The base and triangles that form the flat parts of a pyramid.
b) The lines where the faces of a pyramid meet each other.
c) The points where the edges of a pyramid meet each other.
d) The special point where all the side faces meet each other.

Column B
vertices
apex
edges
faces

12. Name the differences between a prism and pyramid.

A

13. Label the parts of the object marked A-C

B

D

C
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14. Select a word from Column B that best fits the description in Column A
Only write down the letter with the answer next to it.
Column A
a) A 3D object with no edges and no vertices.
b) A 3D object formed by one square and four triangles.
c) A 3D object with three pairs of equal rectangles.
d) A 3D object formed by six squares.
e) A 3D object formed by one circle and one curved surface.
f) A 3D object formed by two circles and one curved surface.
15. What is the difference between a cylinder and a tube?
HOMEWORK: ACTIVITY 16
BUILD YOUR OWN TRIANGULAR PYRAMID

BUILD YOUR OWN TRIANGULAR PRISM

Column B
pyramid
cone
cube
sphere
cylinder
Rectangular prism
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BUILD YOUR OWN PENTAGONAL PRISM
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DAY 7
INTRODUCTION ACTIVITY
CLASSWORK: ACTIVITY 17
Complete the activities in your classwork book.
1.

Complete the 3D Properties table below.
Only write down the letters and the answers next to it
Name of 3D object
a
rectangular prism
Pyramid with a
square base
h
cylinder
o

2.

Number and shape of faces
6 squares
3 pairs of equal rectangles =
6 rectangles
d__________ e_____ + f____ triangles
= 5 faces
i ________________+ j___________
= 2 faces
k_______________+ 𝓵___________
= m faces
1 curved face

Number
of edges
12

Number
of vertices
b

c

8

g

5

1

1

2

n

0

0

Match each net to its name .
Net

Name

a
Rectangular prism

b
Hexagonal prism

c
Triangular prism
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Net
d
Cube

e
Triangular-based
pyramid

f

Triangularbased pyramid
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3. Which one of the following figures below cannot be folded to form a cube?

A

B

C

D

E

4. If the figure shown is folded to make a cube, then what is the letter opposite the T?

(A)

S

(B)

U

(C)

V

(D)

W

(E)

X

5. Three dice with faces numbered 1 to 6 are stacked as shown. Seven of the 18 faces are
visible, and 11 faces hidden (side, back, bottom, between).
How many dots are not visible? (7114)

(A)

21

(B)

22

(C)

31

(D)

41

(E)

6. Which shape in the prisms below, have a common face?

(A)

hexagon

(B)

triangle

(C)

sphere

(D)

rectangle

51
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7.

Susan has 6 pieces of cardboard shown below. Which of the objects could Susan make
using all 6 pieces of these without cutting them?(Timms +T11-g4)

A

8.

B

C

D

Complete the diagram below
Only write the letters with the answers next to it in your classwork book.
3D Objects

Polyhedra

d) ___
e) ___

9.

a) ___
b) ___

sphere
Cone
f)___

Look at the picture of the house on the right.
Which shape describes the shape of the roof?
A.
B.
C.
D.

A rectangular-based pyramid
A rectangular prism
A cylinder
A cone

c)__
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10. Which one of the following diagrams shows the top view of the
given 3-D object?

B
A

11.

Which of the following is not a 3D Object?
A.
B.
C.
D.

Six-sided prism
A five-sided shape
three-sided prism
eight-sided prism

C

D
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DAY 8
CLASSWORK: ACTIVITY 18
1.

Which figure can be folded to form the rectangular box?

A

B

C

2.

The faces of a pentagonal pyramid consist of:
A. One pentagon and five triangles
B. One pentagon and five rectangles
C. Two pentagons and five rectangles
D. Two pentagons and five triangles

3.

The faces of a square pyramid consist of:
A. Six squares
B. Two squares and four rectangles
C. One square and three triangles
D. One square and four triangles

4.

The faces of a triangular pyramid consist of:
A. Two triangles and three rectangles
B. Two rectangles and three triangles
C. One square and three triangles
D. Four triangles

5.

Which of the following has no rectangular faces?
A. Triangular pyramid
B. Triangular prism
C. Square prism
D. Cube

D
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6.

Which one of the following is NOT a polyhedron?
A. Cylinder
B. Cube
C. Rectangular prism
D. Pentagonal prism

7.

A polyhedron has 6 vertices and 8 faces. How many edges does it have?
A. 12
B. 14
C. 16
D. 18

8. Which of the following objects do NOT have any edges?
A. Cube
B. Rectangular prism
C. Triangular pyramid
D. Sphere
9.

Which two mathematical shapes could you combine to make this building?
A. Cone and sphere
B. Cylinder and sphere
C. Cone and cylinder

10. If there are 9 squares on each face of on a Rubik’s Cube, how many squares
are there in total?

A.
B.
C.
D.

15
54
45
27

11. If the triangular prism is cut in half, parallel to its base, which 2D shape
will be viewed from above?
A.

B.
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DAY 1 MEMORANDUM
ACTIVITY 1
1.
(a) vertices
(b) vertex
(c) edges
(d) face
2.
(a) not a polyhedron
(b) polyhedron
(c) polyhedron
(d) polyhedron
(e) not a polyhedron
(f) polyhedron
3.
(a) Faces: 5
(b) Faces: 10
(c) Faces: 6

Edges: 9
Edges: 24
Edges: 12

Vertices: 6
Vertices: 16
Vertices: 8

4. (a) Debbie (b) Maggie (c) Tumi (d) Xola (e) Mpuka (f) Brad
ACTIVITY 2
1.

PRISM

PRISM

PYRAMID

PYRAMID

PRISM

PRISM

PYRAMID

PRISM

2. A. Cube
B.
D. Square -based pyramid

Hexagonal-based pyramid
E. Triangular prism

C.

Pentagonal prism
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ACTIVITY 3
NUMBER OF
OBJECT

NAME
FACES

EDGES

VERTICES

cube

6

12

8

Hexagonal prism

8

18

12

Triangular prism

5

9

6

Cone

2

1

1

Cylinder

3

2

0

Rectangular prism

6

12

8
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Pentagonal
pyramid

7

DAY 2 MEMORANDUM
ACTIVITY 4
1. A.

cube; 6 square faces

B.

triangular pyramid; 4 triangular faces

C.

rectangular prism; 6 rectangular faces

D.

triangular prism; 2 triangular faces; 3 rectangular faces

E.

square-based pyramid; 1 square face; 4 triangular faces

F.

cylinder; 2 circular faces; 1 curved face

2. (a) Prisms: B, C, E, F, G, H, L, M
Pyramids: A, K, N
Cylinders: D, I, J
(b) Cubes: B, M
Rectangular prisms: E, H, L
Triangular prisms: C, F, G
ACTIVITY 5
1. A.
B.

square-based pyramid; 5 faces
cylinder; 3 faces

C. pentagonal prism, 7 faces
2. A.

vertex

B. face

3. Pentagons and rectangles

C. edge

15

10
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DAY 3 MEMORANDUM
ACTIVITY 6
THE CUBE
Net A
1.
A

B

C

D

ACTIVITY 7
Cube nets: A; C; D; G; H; L;
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DAY 4 MEMORANDUM
ACTIVITY 9
1.
A

2.
(a) Yes
3
(a) Triangular prism
(d) Triangular pyramid

B

(b) Yes

C

(c) No

(b) Triangular-based pyramid
(e) Square-based pyramid

(d) No
(c) Square-based pyramid

ACTIVITY 10
4. (a) A: Hexagon
B: Rectangle
C: Hexagon
D: Rectangle
E: Rectangle
F: Rectangle
G: Rectangle
H: Rectangle
(b) six
(c) two; hexagons
(d) A prism
(e) It has two congruent and parallel bases. Pyramids don’t use rectangles
for the sides as they converge to a point.
(f) Hexagonal prism
5. (a) Triangles and an octagon
(b) eight triangles
(c) one octagon
(d) A pyramid
(e) There is only one base and the lateral faces are triangles.
(f) Octagonal-based pyramid
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DAY 5 MEMORANDUM
ACTIVITY 11
Practical drawing of toothpaste box net
ACTIVITY 12
Practical activity
ACTIVITY 13
1 (a)

2A

3
ACTIVITY 14
Practical activity

(b)

B

C
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DAY 6 MEMORANDUM
ACTIVITY 15
1. A
2.
(a) Pentagonal prism

(b) 10

(c) 15

(d) 7

(e) Triangular pyramid

(f) 4

(g) 6

(h) 4

3.
4.
5.
6.

B
A
(a) 12
B

(b) 6

(c) TWSP, UVRQ, TWVU, SPQR, WSRV, TUPQ

7. (a)

face

(b) square

(c) edge

8. (a)

faces

(b) edges

(c) vertex

9. (a) rectangular prism

(b) face

(d) vertex

(c) square

(d) edge- where two faces meet

(e) vertex – where two or more edges meet

10. square-based pyramid; pentagonal pyramid; hexagonal pyramid
11. (a)

faces

(b) edges

(c) vertices

(d) apex

12.
Prism
2 polygon bases
Rectangular faces
Has no apex
13. A. vertex
14. (a) sphere
(d) cube

Pyramid
1 polygon base
Triangular faces
Faces meet at the apex

B. curved face

C. flat face

(b) pyramid

(c) rectangular prism

(e) cone

(f) cylinder

15. Cylinder is closed at both ends, while a tube is open at both ends.
ACTIVITY 16
Practical Activity

D. curved edge
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DAY 7
ACTIVITY 17
1. (a) cube

(b) 8

(c) 12

(d) 1

(e) square

(f) 4

(g) 8

(h) cone

(i) 1 circle

(j) 1 curved face

(k) 2 circles

(l) 1 curved face

(m) 3 faces

(n) 0

(o) sphere

2. (a) triangular pyramid
(d) triangular prism

(b) triangular-based prism (c) rectangular prism
(e) cube

(f) hexagonal prism

(b) flat/ curved surfaces

(c) curved surfaces

(e) prisms/ pyramids

(f) cylinder

3. E
4. D
5. D
6. D
7. D
8. (a) flat/ curved surfaces
(d) prisms/ pyramids
9. A
10. C
11. B

GET DIRECTORATE
DAY 8
ACTIVITY 18
1. C
2. A
3. D
4. D
5. D
6. A
7. A
8. D
9. C
10. B
11. B

